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1.The contact area between the base and the ground is large and the stability is extremely strong.
2.AISI304 stainless steel construction and chassis, easy to clean
3.Polyurethane-shaped mattress, easy to remove and clean
4.With horizontal and vertical movement, used for C-arm photography inspection
5.Lateral control system integrated into the side column with motion blocking system
6.Gas spring for adjusting movements of headrest section
7.Equipped with a trolley to move the operating table

FEATURES

Extreme flatten base, easy to clean whole frame, YA-11E with the unique features is a new 
generation surgical table designed to have a better stability, more access for surgeon to patient, 
wider space for C-arm operation, etc..

Overall size

Back section up/down

Head section up/down

Leg section down

Reverse trendelenburg

Trendelenburg

Lateral tilt left/right

Slide motion

Kidney elevator mechanism

Load capacity

2150*550*720-1070mm

72°/32°

30°/90°

90°

25°

25°

22°

300mm

120mm

275kg 

Mattress

Anesthesia screen

Shoulder support

Arm board

Body support

Leg support

Foot plate

Kidney bridge handle

Hand remote

Fixing clamp

1set

1piece

1pair

1pair

1pair

1pair

1pair

1piece

1piece

8pieces

ITEM PARAMETER ITEM PARAMETER



Back section up motion

72°
Back section down motion

32°
Reverse trendelenburg

0-25°

Trendelenburg

0-25°
Lateral tilt right

0-22°
Lateral tilt left

0-22°

Leg section outward

90°
Head section up

30°
Head section down

90°

Slide motion

300mm



The base is in contact with the 
ground over a large area and has 
an extreme stability. Meanwhile, the 
surgeon get more access to the 
patient with flat base. Moreover, the 
movement space of the C-arm is 
increased, which increases the 
operation space of the C-arm 
specially for those big machine.

Hard top design, no wrinkles, to 
avoid trapping dirt and easy for 
disinfection.
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Base Column hard top design

Polyurethane molded mattress, 
waterproof, easy to disinfect and 
clean. Snap-fastened and easy to 
remove.

The mobile trolley is customized to 
lift and mobilize the table, with 
minimum operation, it can lift the 
table onto the trolley and transfer to 
a wanted place.

Mattress Mobile Trolley

Equipped with hand controller and 
column controller, the icons are 
clear and easy to operate.

Handle controller and column controller


